Abstract. A Galois theory is obtained for fields k of characteristic p j=0 in which the Galois subfields h are those for which kjh is normal, modular, and for some nonnegative integer r, h(kp' + 1)/h is separable. The related automorphism groups G are subgroups of the group A of automorphisms a on k[X] = k[X]/Xp,*1k[X], A'an indeterminate, such that a(X) = X. A subgroup G of A is Galois if and only if G is a semidirect product of subgroups Gk and G0, where Gk is a Galois group of automorphisms on k (classical separable theory) and G0 is a Galois group of rank pT higher derivations on k (Jacobson-Davis purely inseparable theory). Implications of certain invariance conditions on a Galois subgroup of a Galois group are also investigated.
I. Introduction. Let A: be a field having characteristic p^O. The Jacobson Galois correspondence between finite-dimensional restricted p Lie algebras of derivations on k and their fields of constants [6] has been extended recently by R. L. Davis [1] , [2] to groups of higher derivations of finite rank and their fields of constants.
In this paper we exhibit an automorphism group invariant field correspondence which incorporates both the Krull infinite Galois theory [7, p. 147 ] and the purely inseparable theory referred to above. The invariant subfields h are those for which k/h is algebraic, normal, modular (as defined by Sweedler [8, Definition, p. 404] ) and the purely inseparable part has finite exponent (Theorem 3.1). The associated automorphism groups are subgroups of the automorphism group of the local ring k[X] described below. They can also be described as groups of rank pr higher derivations as described in §11 with the modification that dm is an automorphism on k rather than restricting dm to be the identity map. The higher derivation approach has the advantage of making unnecessary the introduction of the local ring k [X] . This seems to be outweighed by the advantage of familiarity of automorphisms and related constructions.
Let //<=G be Galois groups with invariant fields kH^>k°. §IV is concerned with those conditions on H relative to G which are equivalent to ka being a Galois and, for h a subfield of k, Gh: {a e G | a(a) = a for a e h}.
For f(X) in k[X] let l,(f(X)) =/(0). Then, for a e A, ac ( = £a|k) is an automorphism on k. For ß an automorphism on k, ße will denote its unique extension to A. The map a -> ace (=(ac)e) is a homomorphism of A onto Ak. With a subgroup G of A we associate the groups Gc = {ac | « e G} and Gce = {ace \ a e G}.
A rank pr higher derivation on k is a sequence d={d(í) \ 0 = i^pr} of additive maps of k into /c such that d{n\ab) = ^{din(a)dU)(b) \ i+j=n} and ö?(0) is the identity map. The set 3tC of all rank pr higher derivations on k is a group with respect to the composition "°" where d° e=f and fm = Ji{dweU) \ i+j=t} for z* = 0,.. .,pr III. The Galois correspondence. We restate the assumption made throughout this paper, namely that k is a field having characteristic p#0. (i) h = ka for a subgroup G of A.
(ii) k is a normal modular extension of h such that h(kpr + 1)/h is separable. (iii) There are intermediate fields I and m such that m"'*1<^h, m/h is modular, l/h is normal separable and k = l ®hm (that is, k is generated by I and m, subfields which are linearly disjoint over h).
(iv) There are intermediate fields I and m such that l/h is normal separable, m is a tensor product over h of simple purely inseparable extension of h having degreê pT + 1 and k = l ®h m.
If k satisfied one of (i) through (iv) and G = Ah then l=kao and m=kG* where I and m are given by (iii) or (iv) above.
Proof. By Corollary 2.6 we may assume that Gce<^G and hence that /cG = /cG* n kao. We first prove that kao is normal over ka and is the separable closure of kG in k. The modularity of k/ka will follow essentially from certain results due to Sweedler. Proof. Suppose to the contrary that for some a in Gc and a in kGo, <j(a) = b $ kGo. Choose a e G0 for which a(b)^b. Then ß = ae'1aae is in G0, whereas ß(d) + a, which is a contradiction.
Thus, o(kGo)<=kGo and o~1(kG°)<^kGo. Hence o-(kG°) = kG°.
(3.3) Lemma, k is a normal extension ofkG.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, the restriction to kG° of a in Gc is an automorphism. Let K be the group of all such automorphisms on k°°. Since ka = kG«^ n kG°, and Gk = Gce, the subfield of kGo invariant under K is kG. Thus kGo/kG is normal separable. By Proposition 2.3 kp,+1<^kG° from which we conclude that kGo is the separable closure of kG in k.
To complete the proof, let a be in k and let f(X) be its minimum polynomial over kG. Then for some positive integer e, f(X) = g(Xe) and g(X) is a separable polynomial. Since g(X) has ap° in kGo as root, g(X) splits over ka». Let g(X) = (X-bx)-■ -(X-bt) with ap' = bx. Given bt, there is an « in G° such that a(/j1) = /jj or [cc(a)]pe = b¡ and evidently each b¡ has a peth root in k. It follows that f(X) splits in k which proves the lemma.
The field kGo is the field of constants of the group A-1(G0) of higher derivations and thus, by a theorem of Sweedler, k/kGo is modular [8, Theorem 1, p. 403]. We conclude that k/ka is modular from the following. We show that (iv) implies (i) as follows. Let G* be the group of extensions to A of the automorphism group of / over h. Hence a is in m and we have kGi=m.
Let Jfy represent the group of all rank pr higher derivations of m into m which are trivial on h. Each deJfy has a unique extension to k since k/m is separable algebraic [4, Theorem 3] . Then 3t = {d \ dis an extension to k of an element of J^} is a group of rank pr higher derivations on k with the property l^k^. Let G be the subgroup of A generated by Gj and Ajf. By Corollary 2.6, ka=kGi n kGo = m C\ kjr=h.
The last sentence of the theorem remains to be proved. In establishing that (i) implies (ii) it was shown that k°o = l. The proof of (3.5) gives m = kGK. The following result reduces the question of when a subgroup of A is Galois to subgroups of A0 and Ak. Proof. The necessity of (i) is clear (see the first sentence of the proof of Theorem 3.1). If G is Galois then in the notation of Theorem 3.1 G=> A' and G=>Am where k=l ®kG m. For a in A1, ac is an automorphism on k which is the identity on kpr+1 ikpr+1<=l) and hence is the identity on k. Thus, a is in A0 or AlcG0. By the last sentence of Theorem 3.1 G0^Al and we have G0 = Al. Also, by Theorem 3.1 Gk^Gm. Conversely, if a is in Am then, letting /3 = ace_1a, we have k/kß is separable algebraic since by (2.5) m<^kß. However, kB is the field of constants of a finite higher derivation and hence k = kß, aeAk or Amc.Ak n G = Gk. Hence Gce = Gk =Am and Gce is Galois.
[February Suppose, conversely, that G satisfies (i) and (ii). We first show that k/kG is algebraic. Lemma 3.2 applies since its proof does not require k/kG to be algebraic. By Lemma 3.2 Gc|fc<=o is a group of automorphisms with the property that kG<¡ is algebraic over its subfield of invariants which is kG. Since kp,*1(^kG<> we have k/kG algebraic. Let h = kG and H=Ah. Then G<=H, Gc<=/£ and G°<=//°. By Given subgroups Hx and H2 of a group //, we say Hx is H2
invariant if for a in H2, a~1Hxa<^Hx.
We consider the following question. When are two subgroups H of Ak and K of A0 compatible in the sense that there is a group G in A for which Gk = H and G0 = £? Such a group will exist if and only if KH is such a group and, since K must be an invariant subgroup of G, £ and H will be compatible if and only if K is H invariant.
Let 'S be the set of groups of automorphisms on k, @> the set of groups of rank pr higher derivations on k. Given (//, Jf) in &x¿&, jf is invariant under H if given ae H and i/={z/a)} in Jf then a-1 í/ct = {ct_1 dmo} is in Jf. We sum up these remarks with Proof. The last sentence follows from Theorem 3.8. The rest is a translation of the condition for compatibility of He and A(Jf) stated above.
IV. The subgroup subfield correspondence. In this section we consider some of the implications of invariance. Specifically, let H<^G be Galois subgroups of A. We consider the consequences for kH/k° of invariance of H0 in Gk and of Hk in Gk. The objective of this section is the identification of conditions on H relative to G equivalent to kH/kG being Galois. Theorem 4.2 is a partial result in this direction. The discussion following Corollary 4.4 indicates that invariance conditions alone will be insufficient to determine whether or not k"/ka is Galois. Proof. If Gk is G0 invariant then Gk is invariant in G. Hence, since Gk n G0={1}, G is the direct product of Gk and G0 which means that for de A_1(G0) and a in G%, adm = du)a, i=l,...,pr.
Using the freedom available in constructing d in A_1(G0) we will exhibit d and « in Gk which do not commute assuming that Gk and G0 are nontrivial. By Theorem 3.1(iv), m is a tensor product over h = kG of purely inseparable extensions hixz) where /A, the degree of xz over h, is such that nz^r + 1. It follows that the set S={xf'}z is a p-independent subset of h and hence of / since separable extensions preserve p-independence. Let S u Sy be a p-basis for /. Then {xz} u Si is a p-basis for k. We now use the fact that a higher derivation dis determined by its action on ap-basis which action may be arbitrarily prescribed for each map of d [A, Theorem 1, p. 131]. We defined d by the requirement d(i\s) = 0
for j e {xz} U Sy and i<pr. For Xy e {xz} we let dp\xy) = a el, a$m, and let dp' map every other element of {xz} u Sy into 0. Clearly d is trivial on S U Sy and hence A(¿/) is in G0 since G0 is Galois. However, a(a)#a for some a in Gk and ad{p')ixy) = aia)^a = dip'\xy) = dp,aixy). Thus, if Gk is G0 invariant, either G0 or Gk must be the trivial group. We prove this as follows. Let {xz} be a basis for I ® my over «i and {x" y A a basis over Wj for the separable closure of my in k. In general, if a field A;' is a separable algebraic extension of a field A' and £/ is a linear basis for k'/h' then Up = {up \ue U} is also a basis. Hence {xf+1, vj'+1} is a basis for the separable closure. However, {j>f+1}c/ and {xp,+ 1} spans / over tm».. Thus {v"} is empty and l®kG my is the separable closure of my in A:, and kH» = l (g^o «Ĉ onsidering the remaining equality, we clearly have kHk^>kGk=m and hence k"k^>m (g /j. To establish equality, let {xz} be a basis for ly/kG, {xt,y0} for //A:G and {z0} for w/A:G. Assume that 2 CD.azDy" is in kH* and not in /w (g z^ where C".a is in A;G. Then, since kpT+1^kGo, we have K^'z?'*1)1?*1 is in k"*nkGo = ly.
But this denies the independence of {xf+1, jf+1} over A:G, since zP'+1 g A;g. It follows that k"«=m <g> /i and the proof of the lemma is complete. Now kH=kH* n ArH<> = (m <g /x) n (mi (g l) = my (g /j.
(4.4) Corollary. If H is an invariant subgroup of G then kH/kG is normal.
Proof. Under the given assumption H0 is Gk invariant and Hk is Gk invariant. Thus, Hk\i is an invariant subgroup of Gk\¡ having lx as its invariant field. It follows that lx/kG is normal and hence that k"jkG is normal.
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that the converse of the above corollary is not true. If G = GkG0 and neither Gk nor G0 is trivial then /cG«//cG is Galois whereas Gk is not an invariant subgroup of G(2). The following example illustrates that the purely inseparable theory exhibits the same behavior.
Let kx be a field obtained by extending a perfect field by indeterminates xx and x2. Then {xx, x2} is a p basis for k0. Let yx = xpx'2, y2 = xl'2, and k = k0(yx, y2) = l<o(yi) ®kokx(y2). Consider the groups Jfcjf of rank p higher derivations having k0(yx) and k0 as field of constants respectively. and Mr1 is not in Jf.' Let G = A(jf) and H=A(Jf). Then k° = k0, k" = k0(y) and k"/kG is normal modular, whereas H is not an invariant subgroup of G.
